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INTROOOCTION
Opilionids (Arachnida1 Opiliones) are arachnids that have such des
criptive colllfton names as harvestmen or daddy longlegs. In the sUDUller
and early autUJlln opilionids beco•e a conspicuous component of the in
vertebrate faunas however, as common as these animals are, little at
tention has been paid to their behavior. Most published research on
op111onids deals with their taxonomy.
The intraspeoi!ic interactions of opilionids is a significant area
or ethology that needs careful examination. Intraspeci!ic interactions
fall into three aategoriess repl'oduc�ive, aggressive, and cooperative
behaviors •. A knowledge of the reproductive behavior of opilionids is
essential for a c011plete picture or.the evolution of behavior among
arachnids. Aggression is so poorly understood, that any study that
i.ncludes a description of aggre••i•• behavior 1• an important contrib
ution in thi$ area. Cooperative behavior is of interest because of its
intimate relationship to social organisation.
This study is an effort to observe and describe the behavior of
several species of opilionids found in a mesic forest habitat. The
location of the study is a wooded area near the south side or Wolf
Lake in Van Buren County, Michigan. Opilionids encountered and in
cluded in the study are LeiobunUJll longipes,.
and Odiellus pictus.

1

h politum, h

vittatum,

LITERATURE SURVEY
The behavior of an organism is closely related to its physiology.
The late Kaestner has written extensively on opilionids in various
zoology books. These works contain

SOile

of the very few desc�iptions

of opilionid physiology. ICaestner•s recent work (Kaestner, 1965) has
been transalated into English.
The opilionids have tw� simple eyes loMted in an elevated tubercl8
which is found in the center of the anterior portion of the body. It
has been stated that it is unlikely that opilionids are able to distinguish more than the difference:between light and dark (Savory, 1962;
Kaestner, 1965). HoweYer, it appears that there a.re differences in the
structure ot the r.,e between species and these differences may be re
lated to the habitats of these individual species (Curtis, 1970). This
would indicate that it is possible that vision may be an important and
better deTeloped sense in certain species.
Savory stated: • The study of harvestmen is the study of legs.•
(Savory, 1938, 1962). This is an accurate description since in lllOst
common species the legs are the fflOSt conspicuous part of the anatOJIIY.
This is eTen more deseripttve when the iMportance of the legs and other
appendages is assessed. Opilionids move through the world with their
long second pair of legs tapping out the area in front of them (Savory,
1938, 1962). The legs are covered with many tactile hairs and also with
a complex set of proprioeeptors. These aid in keeping the animal in
formed on its orientation (Edgar, 1963). The second pair of legs
evidently has a chemoreceptive function. When these legs are removed
2
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the animal has an increased difficulty in locating food (Savory, 1938,
1962). However, no chemoreceptive system in the second leg has been
identified neurophysiologically (Edgar, 1963).
Any experience of trying to capture opilionids will demonstrate the
fragile nature.of the bond between the body and the legs. Through the
process of autotomy the opilionids are easily able to cast off legs
that have been captured by a predator or entrapped. These cast off
legs will continue to twitch for some time and, consequently, offer
a diversion while the rest of the animal escapes. Unlike many spiders,
opilionids are unable to regenerate lost legs. Although all opilionids
have eight legs when they hatch, only a minority will have a full com
plement at the end of the breeding season (Savory, 1938, 1962).
In addition to the legs, opilionids �l•o possess two sets of ante
rior appendagess the pedipalps and the chelicerae. These appendages
are J11&inly associated with feeding. The chelioerae and pedipalps ap
pear to be sites of tactile senaors and chemoreceptors. They may also
be sites for receptors responding to humidity lev�ls (Wyllie, 1963).
Most descriptions of the reproductive behavior of opilionids claim
that there is no courtship prior to copulation (Savory, 1938, 1962;
Edgar, 1960, 19711 Cloudsley-Thompson, 1958). Males are able to detect
females, po••ibly through pheromone ncreU.ou .(Edga:f, .1911). The male
will advance tow.rd the female. The female, which is usually larger
than the male, may reject the advances of the male, or she may allow
copulation to take place. Mating is achieved by the partners standing,
facing each other. The male grasps the female with his pedipalps.
There is a special structure on the pedipalp of the male LeiobunW!l
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calcar that allows the male to grasp the female more securely during
mating (Bishop, 1949). The penis of the male may be guided to the gen
ital opening of the female by the chelicerae of the female.
In the European trogulid genus Ischyropsalis, which prey on snails,
there are fields of hairs on the chelicerae of the males. These short
hairs are the site of secretions (pheromones) that are presented to
the female for acceptance. This constitutes one of the first descrip
tions of courtship displays in opilionids. These fields of _h airs are
also significant in the taxonomy of this genus (Martens, 1967, 1969a,

1969b).
Pheromones are believed to be·�n important factor in the behavior
of opilionids� Phero-.ones appear to be necessary for the identification
.

.

of conspecifics and members of the opposite s•x (Edgar, 1971). However,
the cheliceral secretions of the European trogulids are the only pre
sumed pheromone that has been described (Martens, 1967). Opilionids
have secretory glands between the co:xae of the first and second legs
(SaTory, 1938, 19621 Kaestner, 196,). The coxal gland secretions are
believed to have a defensive function and produce the characteristic
fetid smell in recently captured opilionids (Savory, 1962). The secre
tions also appear to have a tranquilising effect on the opilionids
themselves. ·opilionids that are captured and confined to a jar scramble
around the sides of the jar at first, but then become sluggish and
eventually motionless. This torpid state is qu�clcly relieved when the
opilionids are released fr0111 the jar and given a chance to revive in
fresh air (Savory, 1938, 1962). The opilionid Vonones sayi is able to
release a quinonoid secretion from its coxal glands and apply these
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secretions directly onto predators with its legs (Eisner et al., 1971).
Aggressive behavior has been observed among male opilionids. A male
will grasp an opponent's leg with the chelicerae and pedipalps. While
rotating the body the ma.le will shake the leg of the opponent violently.
Thi�, apparently, is an attempt to injure or possibly remove the oppo
nent's leg (F.dgar, 1971). Bloodless encounters ·observed among male
opilionids in Great Britan possibly result from erroeous mating at
tempts caused by mistakes in recognizing the sex of a prospective
partner (Cloudsley-Thompson, 19.58).
The body of most·opilionids is not heavily sclerotized and it is
susceptible to dessication. Consequently, opilionids are confined to
areas of high relative huaidity. Many.species have limited periods of
activity which may include the night time or early morning. These
activity periods are dependent on the enrlronmental conditions found
in the habitat (Fowler and Goodnight, 1966). Particular species are
limited to particular habitats (Todd, 19/.9). Dessication tolerance
varies among species and this gives an excellent indication of where
certain species may be found (F.dgar, 1960, 1971).
The most common genu• of opilionids in the north central United
States is Leiobunum. There have been a few descriptions of Leiobunum
behavior. Newman (1917) was the first to report Leiobunlllll aggregations
and a synchronous •bobbing• behavior within the aggregation. Aggre
gations of LeiobunUJl longipes have been reported that are almost
entirely male. These aggregations have also been observed demonstrating
synchronous behavior, in this case called •pumping" or "dancing"
(C. J. Goodnight, personal communications; F.dgar, 1960. 1971). In
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Mexico Leiobunum cactorum aggregations containing many thousand
individuals have been reported in the forks of candelabra cacti.
These aggregations are believed to be initiated by pheromone secre
tions. This is a cooperative behavior that minimizes water loss within
the aggregation under arid conditions (Wagner, 19.54).

METHODS AND MATERIALS
Observations of opilionid behavior were made in the field and in
the laboratory. The field observations were Mde at the Wolf Lake
location. The laboratory observations were made at Western Michigan
University on specimens collected at the Wolf Lake site.
The study area at Wolf Lake is a mesic wooded area west of the
public access road extending to the lake shore. The canopy layer of
the forest is mostly beech with 11&ple and oak. In the forest (shown
in Figure 1) ground vegetation is sparse. Soft bodied dipteran insects
were numerous at all ti.Dles that opilionids were found.

Field obserTations were made 12 times at either dusk or da.wn during
August, 1975. At first a flashlight w.s used to aid in observations;
but this seemed to disturb the opilionids. Edgar (1971) had found a
kerosene lantern to be adequate, so subsequent observations were made

by this light and proved more satisfactory.
The laboratory observations were done at facilities at Western
Michigan University during the sutmNrs of 1975 and 1976. Study
specimens were collected at Wolt Lake chiefly by sweeping shrubs
and trees with a sweep net. The sweep net is the most effective

method of collecting opilionids, because there are more opilionids
present that :may be seen.
Identifications of specimens were made either by

c.

J. Goodnight

or from keys written by Davis (19J4) and Edgar (1966).
The specimens were kept in two 30 X 12 I 12 inch terraria with
ventilated plastic film covers. The floors of the terraria were covered
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Figure 1. Study area at Wolf Lake
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with sand and moss, moisture was maintained by regularly spraying
with distilled water. The specimens were fed a mixture of bananas,
suga�,.corn starch, gelatin, and yeast. This was eaten readily by the
opilionids. Insects that were captured 1� the sweep net were occasion
ally given as supplement to the regular reed. A drinking dish was
filled with distilled water at all times.
The laboratory observations wre or two typesa qualitative and quan
titative observations. The qualitative observations were done by plac
ing opilionids randomly in a terrarium and noting their behavior.
Eight conspeci!ics were placed in a terrarium in the order of their
capture. Consequently, conspeci!ics or both sexes were observed toge
ther and the sex ratio in the terrariWll was d•pendent on the frequency

of the sexes encountered in the field.
Feeding preferences were exallined by offering the opilionids a choice
or food materials. The first group of three choices consisted of sugar
in water, corn stal"Oh ii1 •ter, .and unflavored gelatin in water. The
opilionids were also offered a choice between soft bodied dipterans
(e.g. •osquitoes, midges and crane flies), harder bodied dipterans
(e.g. house fiies), and woolly caterpillars. The insects were freshly
captured and killed by freesing. The responses of the opilionids were
noted.
Quantitative behaTior was observed by placing an individual animal
among an established group of eight conspeoi!icso The group or eight
animals were all

or

the same sex while the introduced animals were

alternately aales and f--.1••• Three species were examined, Leiobunum
longipes, 1.a, vittatwn, and

h politum.

Six encounters for each sex
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were observed for a totat of 72 observations. Behavior of the intro

duced individuals was observed and recorded manually on a six-channel
polygraph produced by Ralph Gerbrands Co. Observations were made until
the introduced individual became dormant.
Each of the six channels on the polygraph was actiTated by a switch
on a key board. Each of the slfitche• reprNented a ·bebartor type, .the
proper switch would be turned on by the obHrver as long as the par
ticular behaTior lasted. I! the observed ani•l was inactive no switch
would be turned on.
Switch one represented •lking or clubing.
Switch two represented g�ooming. Notes were •de describing which
appendages W9re being groomed.
Switch three represented contact. This slfitch was turned on during
the time an indindual was in contact with another animal.
SWitch !our represented displaying (pumping behavior).
Switch five represented attempts at mating.
Switch six represented agonistic behavior.
The collected data formed linear records of behavior. The different
cases were compared to each other.
Fernald (1973) showed that orientation analysis could be used to
infer behavioral states in animals. Therefore, orientation studies
are a useful tool in ethological research.
T.o obs�rve orientation patterns, eight opilionids, all conspeci!ics
of the same sex, were placed in a terrariUll. The floor of the terrar
iwn was sectioned by a coordinate grid. The 30 inch terrarium length
was divided into ten sections, the 12 inch width was divided into four.
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Consequently, the floor had a coordinate system containing 40 three
by three inches squares. The col'llllll1S (ordinate) were numbered from
one to ten, and the rows (abscissa) were lettered A, B, C, and D.
Each animal was assigned to the square that contained its body. The
animals• position• were recorded every 15 minutes for a two hour
observation period. Observation periods were either from 8100 to
10100 A.M. or from 8100 to 10100 P.M.
The data collected were analysed for distribution preferences o!
the anillals. A llOdification of the n•rest neighbor analysia (Clark
and Evans, 19.54) was used to examine individual distances. The nWllber
of animals observed n varied since animals would climb on the walls
o! the tel'Nlrium.
The expected

(�

2

+(�)2

n
x1' y1 are th• coordinate• o! the obaerved anilnal.
x2 , y2 are the ooordinates of its nearHt neighbor,
Rot aproximat.ely 1 repreaenta a random diatribution.
R greater than 1 represent• di■peraion.
R less than 1 represents clumping.

RESULTS
The most common species of opilionid found in the forest was
Leiobunum longipes which is most numerous during midsu111mer. Leiobunum
vittatum survived longer than the other species, consequently, it be
came the dominant species in the late summer. Leiobunum politum was
quite col'll!llon during the summer of 1976, but it was not seen in 1975.
Leiobunum nigripes was once found in the forest during the midsUllllller,
but it was usually associated with a neighboring field. Odiellus pictus
was found rather iri.f'requently from midsUlllller to early autUlllJlo

h vittatUll

was the first species to appear in the adult stage in

the forest. By the beginning of July soae b.a, longipes were found in

L, longipes had become the dominant
same time 1'a politum. became very numerous

the adult stage, and. by late July
species in the forest. At the

closer to the lake where the ground coTer was heavier. The species
included in the study are described and illustrated in Figures 2
through 8.
The study area had three di•tinct habitat•• the forest edge, the
forest, and the forested lake shore. The forest with its sparse ground
cOTer was used by

h longipes

and

£.a. pictus. !La. longipes

was usually

found within 50 m of the forest edge. Inside this area males were
more frequently encountered than f8111.les. Beyond 50 m from the edge

h longipes ••

found to be rather scarce. The individuals that were

observed in this area were alwys f••les.
In the forest edge which has rather dense shrub-sized vegetation

all three species

or LeiobunWll were found. In this area k rlttatum
12
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I.Otnm

.OD IELL US Pl CTUS

MALE

Figure 2. Odiellus pictus male 5.6 mm longJ legs I-IV
13, 27, 13.5, 19.5 mm long.-The genus is recognized by
long spiny pa.lpi and a trident of spines at the cara
pace edge in front of eye tubercle. (F.dgar, 1966)
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1.0mm

LEIOBUNUM LONGIPES
MALE
Figure 3� Leiobunum longipes male 4 mm longs legs I-IV
43, 78, 43, 58 mm long, Dorsum has no distinct central
figure, The distal part of tibia II has a white band,
(Edgar, 1966)
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1.0mm

LEIOBUNUM LONGIPES
FEMALE
Figure 4. Leiobunum longipes female 6 mm long; legs I
IV 37, 70, 37, 51 mm long. Dorsum has central figure,
· The distal portion of tibia II has a white band,
(Edgar, 1966)
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1.0mm

LEIOBUNUM POLITUM

MALE

Figure 5. Leiobunum politum male 4.5 mm long; legs I
IV 21, 44, 24, 35 mm long. Dorsum golden yellow, legs
dark brown or black. (Edgar, 1966)
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I.Ornm

LEI OBUNUM POLITUM
FEMALE

Figure 6. Leiobunum politum female 5.5 mm longs legs
.I-IV 20, J8, 21, JO .mm long. Dorsum usually has distinct
_central figure. Legs �requently have lighter bands at
. distal portion of tibia. (Edgar, 1966)
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1.0 mm

LEIOBUNUM VITTATUM
MALE
Figure 7. Leiobunum vittatum male 5-7 mm long; legs I
IV 31, 57, 31, 43 mm long. The leg length is extremely
variable. Distinct central figure; coxae and trochanter
contrasting ( pa lpi of male longer than female's).
(&igar, 1966)
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1.0 mm

LEIOBUNUM VITTATUM
FEMALE
Figure 8. Leiobunum vittatum female 7-9 mm long1 legs
I-IV 34, 65, 34, 48 mm long. Dorsum has distinct cen
tral figure, coxae and trochanter contrasting.
(Edgar, 1966)
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was the most common in the area where the forest borders on the lake
the ground cover bec0111es very dense. The three species or Leiobunum
were all present in the vegetation. In this area the dominant species
appeared to be

h vittatua

while

6 politUJl.

was collDfton in neighboring grassy areas and open fields

h longipes and h politum were 11.Jllited to the study area o 2£.

pictus was found only in the forest area. This species is cryptically
colored and it is able to press its body into irregularities on the
tree trunk, 11&king it nearly impossible to !ind. The best time to collect this species ·was found to b• during;·.or just after, a rain storm.
At this time the trunks-of the ..wet trees are glossy and the

£.a. pictus,

body

of

dull.

Behavioral obserntions were attellpted on Q.a. pictuu however, this
species will remain quiescent for 24 hours at a ti••• Their lack or
actirlty made them impractical for this study. Q.a. pictus is apparently
able to surrlve well into the autumn, and was the longest lived of
the species in the study area.

h

longipes •• the moat active o! the species. Daily movements be

gan around sunset when the males aoved from the foliage

or

the larger

tr••• to the trunks. They wel"e l"arely found on the trunks of beech
trees which are very smooth. The females �injd'in tm·foli!g•,at
this tiffle. Consequently, for a brief time the sexes were seperated o
The females moved down the trunk after darka at this time mating was
frequently observed on the trunks. During the night both males and
females could be round on the ground or on the tree t1"U?1k8. At dawn
the females moved back into the foliage. While the males remained on
the tree trunks until midaorning.
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Ma.le

h longipes

were frequently observed in groups of several in

dividuals. There have been repo�ts of

h longipes

aggregations contain

ing over a hundred individuals (Edgar, 19?1). However, aggregations o!
that size were not seen during the study.
Pumping is a rhythmic movement of' the b�, perpendicular to the
substrate while the legs remain secured to the substrate. Pumping was
frequently ob•erved among male

h longipes

and

L.

politum.. It occurred

when these aniaals encountered� conspecific. Pumping also ocurred
soaetiaes when a JM.le
the observer.
In the study area

h

longipes

h· politWI

•s

and

disturbed by the presence of

h jittitp

inhabited areas where

the foliage was quite dense. Consequently, it vas impractical to study
these speciH in the field.
In the laboratory all three species ot Leiobunum demonstrated iden
tical feeding preferences. They fed on soft bodied dipterans first.
The harder bodied dipterans wre also eaten. Honver, the woolly ca
terpillars were never nan t?'ied. The three species all preferred the
water and·sucrose to either water with staroh or gelatin.
The adul�s of the three speciH could be aintained in.the same
terrarium without harlng t.baia prey.,upon Nob'other.

Ho....-, ·!ta;,· ·n,V\Ul,

which was captured in an adjoining field, preyed readily on other
species of opilionids. Adults of the th!-ee Leiobllnwn species would
prey on juveniles even or their own species, especially if the juven
iles had just molted.
The mating behaTior of the three species of LeiobUllUlll is similar to
that typically described for opilionids. The male and female stand
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facing each other and the long penis of the male is extended and
penetrates the genital opening of the female (Figure

9). There is a

great difference between the species in r.gard to dUi"&t.ion and

rr.

quency o! copulation (Table I). The very few observations of 1.:_ vittatum
demonstrates the relative infrequency of copulation in this species.
On the other hand,

h

longipes fem.ales were observed copulating many

times in a single day. Apparently, 1.a, politUll females copulate once
daily. Therefore, there seeas to be an inTerse relationship between
copulation duration and copulation frequency. The matings of

h vittatum

consist of several�penetrations, each lasting for about a minute • .6.._
longipes and

h politua

each.had a single penetration per 11&ting.

· -P--.les of all three species would asSU111e a "nonre�eptive" position
when they were unwilling to J1&te and being approached by a male. Irr
the nonreceptive position the pedipalps are placed on the substrate
and the body is held nearly perpendicular to the substrate (Figure 10).
Consequently, •ting becomes im.pos■ible and the male will eventually
tire o! the situation and retreat.
Aggressive encounters were observed between males in h_longipes
and

h politUll.

These encounters app•red aa it they were ai.staken

mating attempts (Pigure 11).
The orientation data were e:xallined by nearest neighbor analysis.
The results are found on the graphs and statistical comparisons in
Figures 12, 13, and 14. Note that the graphs of all the animals except
that of

h

longipes males have a nearest neighbor ratio of about one

which indicates that the animals are randomly distributed in reference
to each other . 1.a, longipes males have a ratio greater than one and this
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Figure 9. Leiobunum vittatUl!l mating;/
male (left) has penis e:xy.inded
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Table I
Duration of Mating Encounters

h politWll

h vittatum

h

longipes

2')47 seconds

6.56 seconds

75 seconds

J1JO

476

22

. - 367

50

-�

427

71

22
13
25
12
21

25

Figure 10. Leiobunum longipes female (left) nonreceptive position;
female holds body perpendicular to substrate to avoid
the mating attempt of male (right)
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Figure 11. Leiobunum longipes aggressive encounter between
two males
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indicates that the animals exhibit dispersion due to individual repul
sion. Point A on the

h

longipes graph represents a nearest·neighbor

analysis on a freshly captured group of males. Point A represents a
ratio of less than one, which means that these animals exhibit a mutual
attraction which caused clumping. After 24 hours in captivity these
animals too demonstrated the typical male

h longipes

dispersion.

Figure 15 represents the percentage of animals that were observed in
the same grid square. It is interesting to note how infrequently male

h longipes

were found in the same square. This should be contrasted

with point A where·�he males were freshly captured and tended to form
clumps.
The distribution, according to sex and species, of behavior patterns
that involve or may be related to intraspecific interactions is plotted
on Figure 16. Grooming and the pumping display are two behaviors that
might be related to intraspecific interactions. Figures 17 and 18 were
compiled to demonstrate any possible relationship between these behav
iors and social interactions.
The pumping display does appear to be associated with an increase
in contact time when male

h longipes

and

h politum

are with female

conspecifics. The opposite appears to be true for male L. vittatum.
A decrease in contact time for displaying female L. politum among males
appears possible.
Grooming appears to occur more frequently in animals that are confined
with conspecifics of the opposite sex than those confined with the same
sex. It appears that grooming increases contact time between conspecifics
of opposite sex.
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Figure 16
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DISCUSSION
The three species of Leiobunum are quite different in appearance.
It is interesting to note that

h vittatum

lacks the degree of sexual

dimorphism found in the other two species.

h

vittatum mates infrequently, a female •Y mate only once and ap

parently have her entire complement of eggs fertilized. Th• extended
duration of copulation observed may be necessary to insure this.

·,

How mate selection in
.

h

vittatum works is not very apparent. It

seems possible that chemical cues (pheromones) are necessary to recognize tlie)proper species and sex. Whatever mechanism is used for mate
selection, it appears adequate since males were never observed at
tempting to mate with other 11&les.
The pumping display was occasionally observed among male

h

vittatwn.

The pumping display did not seem to offer the animal any advantage.
The behavior was elicited when the animal was placed in a nOTel situ
ation or startled. The behavior could be a displacement activity that
would benefit the animal through the generation of metabolic heat
(Edgar, 1971).
The remaining two species or Leiobunwn show distinct sexual dimorph
ism. In both cases the males are considerably smaller than the females.
From appearance alone one may suspect that

k

politum and L. longipes

will have reproductive behavior differing fr0111

h

h vittatum.

politum mate rather frequently, females have been observed mating

at least once a day. Males.may mate more frequently than that. Females
do not always mate again with the same Mleo

J.5
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h politum

select their mates through the use or pumping displays.

The animal may be able to recognize conspecifics through pheromones.
However, visual cues are apparently necessary to recognize the sex or
a conspecific. Males were frequently observed attempting to mate with
other maless this invariably led to an aggressive interaction. When a
male locates a conspecific and he is physiologically ready to mate
(motivated) he •Y per!o!"II the pumping display. If the conspeci!ic
also performs the pumping display in return, the •l• will not attempt

to Mte with it. But, if the conapeoi!ic does not display in return,
the male may atteilpt to 111&te with it even 1! the conapecific is also
a •le.
The pumping display is usually much more common among •les than
among females, consequently, it is used as a aeans or identifying the
sex of a conspeci!ic. However, female

h politua

will frequently per

form a pu■ping-like display while depositing eggs. This appears to
benefit the female by preventing male interference at this time.

h longipes 11&te

very frequently. Soll!e females may mate several

times in a single hour. As in

h

h poli'tUJI,

sexual identification in

longipes is achieved through the puwtping displayo Female

h longipes

were never obse"ed performing the plllllping display.
Among the male

h longipes,

pumping took on another behavioral sig

nificance. When one male approached another and they both performed
the pumping display, they would remain close together. The two ules
would,· t�••ntly', be join.d by additional males all behaving similarly.
Eventualy an aggregation of males would be formed. Therefore, the
pumping is not only important as a method of identifying sex in this
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species, but it also clearly functions as a social releaser during
the formation of aggregations (Eibel-Eibes!eldt, 1970).
The three species of Leiobunllll all exhibit the pumping display. The
display has little behavioral significance among males of

h vittatwn o

In this case the bahvior could possibly be considered either a residual
or a priative behavior.

h

longipes vi.th its· male aggregations could

be viewed as having the behaTior well developed. Therefore, it becoiqa·
eTident that the pumping display is directly coorelated to a high level
or promiscuity in the species. In this case prOllli.scuity refers to the
sillUl.taneous exiistance or polygyny and polyandry. It see•• probable
that the evolut1onary-bene�i�s of the pumping display are closely re
lated to the benefits of promiscuity.
Polyandry has the benefit o! maxillising the genetic variance among
the offspring or a te111&le o Polygyny- maxbtizes the genetic variance
alftOng offspring of a illt.le.:i'roatiscuity, therefore, would JU.ximiH the
genetic nrianoe of the entire population. The behartoral liability
associated with promiscuity is reduced parental care. In this area
opilionid parental care ends at the tillle that the eggs are deposited.
Therefore, promiscuity would be maladaptive only when it interfered
with a !81'11.&le depositing eggs (Trivers, 1972)0
The female opilionids lay clusters of eggs, each cluster may contain
50 or more eggs. Promiscuity will greatly increase the genetic variance
within each cluster. The selective advantage of this is not very clear.
A high level of genetic variance in a cluster may be advantageous if
there is a high probability of sibling-sibling mating. The variability
would reduce the possible expression of deleterious recessive traits.
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However, considering the mobility of the adult opilionids this does
not seem as if it �ould have any great selectiYe importance 0
The major sources of mortality among adult opilionids are predation,
dessication, and adverse weather. The major loss in the potential
population of opilionids occurs during the egg stage. Egg losses are
due to sneral factors including• dessieation, predation, and fungal
intestationo A high eg9.-loss due to fungal infestation is common

in

animals that have reproduoed in captivity (Edgar, 1971). A high level
o! fungal infestation is probably also 00a1on in natural populations.
It •Y be possibl• that under certain conditions the fungi could re
strict the range or a�speoi�s, A high genetic variance in the population
may make it possible for some egg• to survive certain types of fungal
infestations, producing a plasticity of rNistanee vi.thin the population.
A species that has this plasticity would be able to ooaupy a greater
variety or habitats than a species that does not have it.
The pnmping display is a behan.or that nolYed from, most likely, a
displacement activity to a behavioral releaser. Grooming frequently
appears as a displac...nt activity a110ng ru.ny groups of ani•ls, in
some animals it even has the function of a releaser (Lorenz, 1941).
Grooming was very frequently obserYed among introduced ani•ls.
Grooming of the pedipalps was most frequent, it is probably closely
related to the reception of the sensory systems located there. In the
three species of Leiobunum the observed grooming may be beneficial

by

maximizing sensory reception when animals are in novel situations. It
may be possible that in other species of Leiobunum grooming has a
signalling (releaser) function.

The pumping display in

h

longipes and

h politWll
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appears to be veey

important in intraspecific collllllllnication. The pWllping display is gen
erally found only in male animals1 hoW9Ter, female

b

politum that are

depositing eggs will.exhibit pumping-like behatlor. Thi• apparently
will lillit the amount of attention that a •le will pay her, since she
has identified herself to hill as a •l•• The "remale will only produce
this •deceiving• display while depositing eggs. At other times when a
fwle

h :eglitum 1•

approached by a •le and is unwilling to

111& te •

she will assUlle the typical nonreceptiTe posture. This posture has been
obserYed among ai
· l three species of Leiobuffllll. The pumping like display
of

h E9litua

females--does- not appear to be derived from a displacement

activity, but, rather, it is actually related to the searching pattern
for locating egg deposit sites.-�he pumping displacement activity took
on the function of sexual identifier and releaser since it seems to
have occurred at different rates in the two sexes.

h longipes,

the most 00111110n species in the forest, is behaviorally

the most complex. The most intriguing part or their behavior is the
formation or •le aggi-egations.
The aggregations ••• to be groupa or ulH cooperating in mating.
This could be termed sen-sociality aince it would be cooperation among
indirtduals or like stage (Michener, 1969). The pumping display �no
tions as a social releaser, easing the repulsion between male con
apecitics o However, these aggregations are not permanent and may break
up when the proper stimuli are not present. The most important stimulus
is the presence of females. A vertical display area, such as a tree
trunk, may also have some importance. Without the proper stimuli
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pumping seems to become more infrequent and this apparently results
in indiscriminant •ting attempts. In the absence of females, 111ales
Wi.ll attempt mating with other males resulting in aggressive encounters.
The agonistic behaTior causes the repulsion betnen individuals that
1• daonatrated in the orientation data. In nature this type of re
pulsion would, most likely, re1Ult in migration to a more suitable
area. The aggregations containing •n;r individuals probably occur at
times when few sites with suitable sti.Jluli exist.
The apparently unusual distribution of females throughout the study
area may be due to sedentary ule

h longipee

and very mobile females.

The possible advantage• o!' hiving tfte female• wandering over a large
range area 1) females vould have a low probability of mating with
siblings, 2) fe11111les would •t• with the maximum. variety or males,
J) f9111&les vould disperse their egg clusters and possibly expand the
range of the speciN. The sedentary nature of the 1111.les could be im
portant in the evolution ot aggregations.
The benefit of the male 1'a, lonrlpes aggregations appears to be in
creased probability or encountering passing females and inseminating
th••• The liabilities o!' the system are that �h• aggregation• expose
thftlselTes to increased predation, and individual 111&les have reduced
chances o!' mating. These two liabilities have to be out-weighed by
the assets o!' the system. The second liability o!' some males suffering
reduced genetic expression in the following generation can be consid
ered genetic altrui•••
Wynne-Edwards (1962) believes that evolution of a social order will
always carry a genetic cost to some indiTiduals and this cost is
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balanced. by the benefits to the entire population. Even though indi
vidual selection would be directed away !r0111 the formation of sociality,
the total population would benefit greatly and, theN!'ore, evolution
proceeds towards the developaent of sociality (group selection).
Fisher (1958), on the other band, states that the individual is the
unit on which selection acts. Any altruism that may evolve is derived
!roa behavior that originally only benefited closely related individ
uals, consequently, this altruin is in reality- nepotism (Hamilton, 1964).
The nepotistic behavior 11&y dninish an individual'• reproductive ex
pression, but a pdrtion or its genome would still exist in reproductively
succe■1tul relativN.

-Ir

t.he. NlatiYes or an altruistic individual

benefit to a point where they out-reproduce other !amil,y groups, then
the genetic material associated with altruis• may be preserved through
evolution as kin selection. Kin selection is closely related to individ
ual selection since an individual's genome is never entirely lost as
long as its relatives perpetuate themselvH. In a trivial sense kin
selection •Y be considered a type or group selection since selection
acts on kin groups (West-Eberhard, 1975) •
The !e1111.le

h longipes

lay their eggs in clusters. Ir the eggs

survive and develop into adults, and the adults stay in the same area
where they had originally hatched, then there would be a high probabil
ity that the individuals in the same area are related to each other as
either sibling or halt-sibling. I! this were the case, then it would be
of small genetic cost to the males to remain in the same area and help
other males to secure mates since they are, most likely, aiding a
sibling. It would be genetically bene!ical !or females to wander from
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the area in which they had hatched since the males there are probably
closely related to them. The polyandrous behavior of the females may
benefit the population socially as well as genetically. The !act that
the fe111&les mate frequently makes it possible for nearly all the males
to have a chance to leave offspring and, consequently, reduce the cost
of sociality.
More ffi.dence for this aight be demonstrated through marking exper
iments. However, it would be difficult to demonstrate relatedness in
natural popw.ationa.
The habitats or

L nttatum

(i.e. open fields, shrubs) do not have

suitable areas for rts11&l �U�pla7s and, consequently, chemical cues
would have an adaptive adTantage. Without visual cues a high degree of
sexual dimorphism would not be necessary. Body coloration patterns that
are cryptic would be selected !or. The 111.le

b yittat'lllll

coloration

pattern olos•ly resembles that or the !e111&le1 howner, in the male
there appears to be a greater variety in the background color. This
may suggest that the male color has not yet reached selective equi
librium. The female colors are quite constant.
In the habitats of� yittatua there are no apparent sitea where
oonspeci!ics can readily 11eet1 therefore, matings would occur at times
or random encounters with the appropriate aonapecifica. These encounters
may be ntreaely ral'"e in ce?"tain portions of the habitat. Under these
conditions a fe•l• that could fertilise all her eggs during a single
mating would have the selective advantageo

CONCLUSIONS
In the study area there were !'our species of opillondisa

h

politUJll,

1& longipes,

h Yittatum,

and Q.. :eictus. The behavior or� pictus

eTolved around extrnely cryptic body coloration and structure. The
most conspicuous beh&Tioral adaptation of Q.. pictus is extremely re
duced activity. Consequently, this study focuses on the three Leiobunum
species. The behavior of the three related species is examined and
their behaTioral_deYelopment is analyzed in tenu of modern evolution
ary theory.
Lfiobunua yittatum

h vittatum appears to be behaviorally the most paraillonious. Matings
are very infrequent, it is po■sible that some female

h vittatum mate

only once in their entire life. The mating behavior 1• direct, without
any detectable visual cu... The low lnel of mating errors would in
dicate that there is an accurate sex and species identifier present.

This identifier may be associated vi.th pheromone secretions.
Pumping has been observed among •le

h Tittatllll,

but this is appar

ently a residual displacement activity. Sexual dimorphism is reduced
in this species. The background color of the males is very inconsistent
varying fro■ deep red to a white background that is 11milar to that
of the feaales. Thi• ru.y indicate that the loss of sexual difflorphism
and development of cryptic coloration is a secomary evolutionary
event.
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h vittatum

h

is able to survive under drier conditions than either

longipes or

h

politum.

h

vittatum also has the ability to sur

vive longer at the end of the SUffllller than the other two species.
Leiobu.num politum

h polit'llll has more complex observable behavior patterns than
h vitt&tum. Mating appear• relatively frequently, during the peak

of

the season f...,l• may mate daily. Prior to a mating attempt, a male

•Y exhibit the pumping display. This appears to signal a male's sex
and sexual motiva ion. If this display is directed at another ule he
will frequently respofld with a similar display. After the pumping, one
of the displaying males will usual.l:y leave the area. Occasionally,
males do not display or return a display. This frequently results in
an agonistic interaction between the two males. The agonistic behavior
apparently stens from an inappropriate mating atteapt. Animals th.at do
not exhibit the pw11ping display are asswned to be females and become
possible mating partners for the displaying males. Animals that pump
in return, also identify themselves as males and are avoided as possible
mating partners. Female

h politWll

exhibit a pumping-like display

while they are depositing eggs.

LeiobunUlll longipes

h longipes

is the species that shows the greatest behavioral com

plexity. Males use the pumping display to identify their sex and sexual
motivation. The pumping display also seems to function as a social
releaser, making the observed male aggregations possibleo The
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aggregations are usually found on tree trunks where they form at dusk.
The males and females spend the day in the foliage of the trees, moving
down the trunks to the ground at night. The male aggregations are formed
before the females move down the trunk. The aggregations appear to be
males cooperating to intercept and inseminate females.
When females become scarce the pumping behavior becomes more infre
quent. The decrease in displaying leads to an increase in erroneous
mating att•pts vhich •nd in aggressive encounters. This agonistic
beha'Yior leads to repulaion between the individual males causing them
' '

to disperse. The aggregations probably evolved from sibling groups,
hatched from the same egg cluster, through natural.selection-on.lcin
groups. The large aggregations that have been reported are possibly
secondary groupings, occurring only after the original aggregation
sites became inadequate.
The behavior of the female

h longipes

is notable for two pointsa

1) they are extremely mobile, even wandering outside the range of
the males, 2) they mate frequently, mating several times within an
hour. Both of these behaviors may be related to the male aggregations.
The wandering would reduce the chance of inbreeding, and the frequent
matings would increase the possibility of matings for all the males in
an aggregation.
General Remarks
The mating stratagies that exist in the three species differ con
siderably.

h

vittatwn probably use chemical cues (pheromone) for

mate attraction. In L. politum and

h longipes

a visual cue in the

form of a pumping display as a method of male identification is util
ized. The only females that frequently exhibit a similar display are
those of

h politum,

but this display originates from a different be

havior than the display of the males. The female pllllping-like display
is part of the searching pattern for sites to deposit eggs. This is
usually a time when the fe111&les are not 1exually receptive. In the
males the pumping is related to a displacnent activity. It appears
to have solely this function in

,b YittatUJll males.

In the

h longipes

males, pu11ping takes on the added function of being a social releaser
�

allowing the formation of cooperatiTe mating groupso
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